Friday, February 16

**BLIZZARDITIS**

If only snows some more on Friday

**options To Be Redeemed Starting Monday At One**

Redemption of options for the Leader Pass will begin Monday at one P.M. in the Main Lobby and will continue through Friday from one to three. The price of redemption is $2.40. Any persons wishing to arrange table reservations are asked to write William W. Elliott, M.T.

**The First Church of Christ, Scientist**


N. C. O. A.

Field Day 1927.

**SCHOOL OF AVIATION**

United States Government Approved

Contractors to the United States Government in training C.A.A. students for the following colleges in the New England Territory:

Harvard University

Wellesley College

Northeastern University

K. St. College

26 C.A.A.

**Re-Rated Instructors**

Regularly re-rated instructors are being used for the coming winter season. Their names and addresses will be sent to all members of the faculty and students of the Institute. For the benefit of these instructors, the schedule of classes and the dates of examinations will be posted on the bulletin boards, and will be read aloud by the respective instructors.

Re-Rated Instructors:

Mary Stuart Aor Dinner

Dorm Dinner Dance

Dolly Dawn

Barbecued Chicken Dinner

The only known airline is that of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which is operated by the New England territory:

Amherst University

Wellesley College

Plymouth College

K. St. College

**C.A.A.**

Re-Rated Instructors

To visit our Airways Gift Shop

**Special Student Rates To M.T. I. Men**

Boston Municipal Airport

East Boston, Mass.